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INTRODUCTION

The information at the end of the twentieth century became an important factor of production, although 
it was always present in the history of mankind, but it did not always have the same importance as it has 
in the post-capitalist society. In the Middle Ages people lived from what the earth produced, cultivatedit 
and lived according to the productive cycles of the seasons.

The craftsman lived and had the workshop in the same place. It produced the works according to 
customers ‘ requests, producing the final products (their art). With the Industrial Revolution, the worker 
began to live in function of the clock and the completion of tasks, one after another, until the whistle of 
the factory announced the end of the work day. The worker did not need to know what would be done 
with the result of his work, that is, what was the final product. The worker lost the relationship between 
the work performed (production) and its result.

Marx separated the worker from the product of his work, at the factory, having invented the work as 
something separate from the worker. The notion of product and production began to belong to the owners 
of the factories. In the factory it became necessary to control the production on a large scale, and for this, 
The production administration was invented. The scientific administration developed the conditions of 
productivity in an unprecedented way and prepared the mechanization of the tasks before performed by 
parts of the human body. At the limit, manufacturing production could be fully mechanized and dispense 
with all workers, minus supervisors. Someone would have to control the machines.

Focus and Approach Methodology

As for its nature, the research is qualitative, since it does not claim to quantify events or privileges the 
statistical study. Its focus is to obtain descriptive data, that is, the incidence of topics of interest in two 
fields, the information Sciences and the Sciences andmpresarial. Consequently, about the extremities, 
the research is exploratory in nature and descriptive, as the technique used, is categorised, consensually, 
as a study of direct documentation, which provides for the consultation of sources Related to the study 
in different media, printed or electronic.

BACKGROUND: FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

Information and Knowledge

Although the terms information and knowledge are used very often, they are not the same thing. Infor-
mation is not the same as data, although the two words are often confused, so it is understood that the 
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subtle distinction between these concepts is essential. Data do not convey meaning or meaning of facts, 
images or sounds, since they lack relational elements indispensable to the establishment of a complete 
meaning, lacking an internal relational structure for a cognitive purpose.

This structure is one of the attributes of information. Data becomes information when its creator adds 
meaning (Davenport and Prusak, 1998). Wiliam G. Zikmund (2000, p.19) defines knowledge as “the 
mixture of information, experience and understanding that provides a framework that can be applied to 
the assessment of new information or new situations”. Information “feeds” knowledge. Knowledge can 
thus be defined as a person’s ability to relate complex information structures to a new context.

New contexts imply change, action and dynamism. Knowledge cannot be shared, although the 
technique and components of information can be shared. When a person internalizes information to the 
point of being able to use it, we call it knowledge (Zikmund, 2000). This is a fluid mix of structured 
experiences, values, contextual information and expert insight that provide a framework for evaluating 
and incorporating new experiences and information. In organizations it is found not only in documents 
and reports, but also in organizational routines, processes, practices and standards.

Knowledge has its origin and is applied to the minds of connoisseurs (Davenport and Prusak, 1998, 
William Zikmund, 2000). Knowledge is information as valid and accepted, integrating data, acts, informa-
tion and sometimes hypotheses. Knowing requires someone to filter, combine and interpret information. 
Information can be considered as a “substance” that can be acquired, stored and owned by a person or 
a group and transmitted from person to person or from group to group.

Information has a certain stability and may be better viewed as existing at the societal level (Davenport 
and Prusak 1998). Although we may store it by employing various physical supports, the information 
itself is not physical, but abstract and so purely mental. Knowledge is stored in people’s memory, but 
information is out there in the world. Whatever it is, there is somewhere between the physical world 
around people and the mental world of human thought.

Knowledge = Internalized information + Ability to Use It In New Situations

Knowledge lies fundamentally and intrinsically within people. These are more complex and unpredict-
able at the individual level than an entire society, so it is not surprising that knowledge is much harder 
to obtain than information. Knowledge exists mainly within people; it is an integral part of human 
complexity and unpredictability.

Knowledge has a fundamental duality: it is something storable (at least sometimes we intend to do 
so) and something that flows (something that communicates from person to person). It is possibly the 
duality of knowledge (thing that flows and the storage process) that makes its treatment and manage-
ment difficult. According to Dahlberg (2006) knowledge is organized into knowledge units (concepts) 
according to their characteristics (objects / subjects / subjects). Knowledge organization is related to a 
process of conceptual analysis of a knowledge domain and from there it is structured / archived generating 
a representation of knowledge about such domain that will be used for the organization of information 
about that knowledge domain.

Resource

A resource is anything that can be thought of as strength or weakness for an organization, so that it gets a 
competitive advantage if it acquires or develops superior resources or a combination of superior resources.
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